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Books and art pediodicals referred to. V. 2-0,




Guido Reni. P. 36-49.
Sarto, Andrea del. P- 50-6S.
Tintoretto, Jacopo. P. 63-9o.
4^ ^
r R E F A f! E
It is hoped thiG bibliography ^vil.l be of assistance to art
students and othern, interested in the stud^^- of old Italian mas-
ters.
There has been no attempt to make it complete: the references
being confined to the books and periodicals (English) in the
University of Illinois library, excepting V. 7-13 of the Magazine
of Art.
Ohampli]!, j: D. and Pe:f^kins , C: C. Cyclopedia of painters and
painting has been the basis for deciding name of painting, date
and present location.
The "rorks, fclicked by date and location, are arranged alpha-
betically under each author rith the references in the same form,
as in Poole's Index to Periodicil Literature, volume and page num-
ber being separated by a colon: e.g. 2:r)G0 means V. 2 p..r)60. ,






No text, Illustration without text.
The m.ounted illustrations, obtained from the Perry Picture
Co. are placed as near as possible to the list of references on

the 'York.
The referonC'^n ^er" found throupjh Poolo'n index to Periodical
Literature, the separate indexes to the Atlantic, lUaclcvood '
s
magazine, Oentury magazine, Living Age and the Tollowing lii^t of
books and art periodicalf5.
J3C0KS AND ART PERIODICALS IUCFERRED TO.
70o Art journal. 1B95-1903. V. 47-or). illus. Lond. 1895-
AJ 1903. Virtue ^: Oo.
705 Artint, an illustrated monthly record of arts, crafts, and
AR indust^'ies. 1880-190r>. V. 1-33. Lond. 1880-190S.
Gonstame 8- no.
705 Arts for America, monthly except July and August. Peo.
AT 1896- Tlov. 18^9. V. C-8. illun. Chic. 1896-99. (The)
Arts Publishing Go.
914.5 Badeker, Karl.
B 14 Italy: handbook for travellers.- Ed. 9. 3 ^^
Lpz. 189P-^93. Karl Badeker. ...
709 Bell, I'rs.lI.R. E. (Meugens)
B 41 Elementary history of art, architecture, sculp-
ture, painting by N. D'Anvers. Ed. 3. TI. Y. 1889.
SOri])ner F: v'elford.

7139. fi Berenson, i3ernhar:l.
B 4r) (The) Florentine T^aintern of tho renainsanoe , ^ith
an index to their '"orK. Y. lM9e. 0. p. Piatnan's
Sons
.
7; )9 . f3
B 45 s Study and criticir.rn of Italian art. Lond. 1901.
E. J. Bell. -
750 Ohamplin, JoTm Denison and Perkins, O: 0.
C 35 Oycjlopcdia of painters and painting. 4 V. N. Y.
1900. Charles Soribner's Sons.
704 Child, Theodore.
qC 43 Art and critioism: monographs and studies. !I, Y.
189 r?. Harper Bros.
709 Be Forest, Julia P.
r 36 Short history of art. IT. Y, IH^M. Podd, Mead
and Co.
750 Puff, 1,'ary araham.
r 87 Some famous paintings and +heir homes, Bor^t.
1887. Soule Photograph Co.








707 Knery, j:, 3.
Era 3 Ho'7 to onjoy picturer;; ^-'itli a Gpeoial ahaptnr on
pictures in the schoolroor'^. by Stella .Skinner. N. Y.
1898. Prans .'^clucatlonal Oo.
030 Encyclopaedia j3ritannioa. Kcl. D. v. 9-10 , J^O-m. 1879,
qEnl 1886. Phil. 1879, 18UC. J. J.:. Stoddart Co.
709 Ooodyear, ;villian Honry.
G 63 History oi art. Ed. 3. N. Y. 1888. A. 3.
Barnes 'in.
709
Ct 63 r Renaissance modern art. I.'eadvillo, Pa. 1894.
Flood and Vincent.
914.53 Hare, Augustus John Duthbert.
E 22 Venice. Lond. n. d. Oeo. Kojitlodge Sons.
813. Ha^Ttiiorne, Nathaniel.
H 31 in The .Marble Paun. 1895. Hont. Houghton, I.'ifflin
& Oo.
914 . 5
H 31 Passages from the French and Italian notebooks.
Best. 1893. Houghton, Kifflin ^^ Co.
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759 Hoyt, Porlstho L.
H 85 llanfl])ooK of historic schools of painting. BoQt.
180 0. • ;}inn ".o,
_
759
H 85 w (The) ''orld's pain"!. nrB find their pictures. 73ost.
1899. Trinn ?c ^0.
704 Jarves, James Jackson.
J P.9 Art thou';rhtn: the experience and observations of
an Aneric-m anateiir in Europe. N. Y. Houf^hton,
I.:ifflin e- nc.
750 "Koehler, Sylvester Rosa.
fK 81
.
History of painting from the time of the Egyn-
tians to the close of the IvSth century. . . a series of
il-'-UStrations. Bost. 1879. L. Prang 8-. Oo.
For cop. 2 see his Architecture, sculpture and
industrial artr-;. ,709 fK81




L P.2 e History of painting in Italy... tr. fr. the Italian
hy Thomas Roscoo. Ner ed. Lend. 1847. H. nry d,
Bohn.
709 Lubke, v/ilhelm.
L 96 History of art. tr. hy F. E. Bunnelt. Ed. 2.




L 96 o Outlinon of the history of art. orl. hy CcoR.
n V. N. Y. 1881. Docld, Mead ^o.
705 Magazine of art. nonthly. I'ar. 1891-19 j3. v. 14_o7.
MA illns. Loncl. 1891-1903. ^aRsell 8r ^io.
759 I'anterp! in art, a nerien of illustrated monographs. .ioBt.
qM 39 1900. Bates F.- Guild ^o.
030 Ne'v intf-rnational encirolopaedia , ed. hy ij. o. Gilainn, }I. J.
qN 42 Peok, and F. I.:. Oolby. ^^ 1-7. ]t. y. 1902-63.
Dodd, i:ead Fz Co.
378.13 llevj York ( Stato )-TTniversity- Hone education Dep't.
N 48 ' Bulletin, ?Io. 32. 190C. Albany- N. Y. TTnivern-' ty
.
B Osier, "Jilliarn Roscoe.
T 593 Tintoretto. '-]. Y. 1879. Charles Scribner's
:"'ons
.
705 (The) Portfolio: an artistic periodical n-nthly. 1884-90.
P 1892-97. V. 15-.^1, P3-24. Lond. 1884-97.
Seeley Co.
759 Radcliffe, Alida Craveraet.
R 11 Schools and nasters of paintijig vith an appendix
of the principal galleries of Europe. N. Y. 1895.




P 89 w l/'isce.Hanea : a colloot.ion oi' the rainor ^Titingn,
V. 1. M. Y. n.:l. D. 1\ ]'ev^±ll a ^o.
75 C
R 89 Modern ra inters, n v. !^ Y. n.cl. I.rerrill ^c
BaK.nr.
7ro
R 89 Stones; of Venice. 3 V. Y. .18ol. John v:iley
8z Sons.
7f39.5 Stone, I'rn. I'ary Amelia (JBooraer)
St 7 revelopment of painting in the lCt>i century. ^\Y,
1900. Bonnell, Silver ':!o.
914.6 Taine, llippolyte Aclo.lphe.
T 13 Italy, Ror.e and Naples, Florence and Venice, tr.
fr. the French by Jo>m Durand. Ed. 3. 2.V. in 1.
11. Y. 1871. Henry Holt ?< no.
700 Van Dyke, John '':;harlef5.
V 28 Art for arts sake; seven lectures on the teCixHical
beauties of painting. Ed. 4. 11. Y. 1893. (Charles
Scribner's Sons.
700
V PS t (A) textbook of the his-tory of painting. N. Y.




V 44 f Lives of +hn no;-!! eminent paintern, Koulptorn
and lerchiteotR tr. fr. the Italian "'ith noten by ]'rs.
Jonathan Foster. 5 ^\ Lond. in.'SO-nr). }Ienry r>. Jiohn.
9J^7
V 44 Lives of 70 of the nofit eminent painters, sculp-
tors, and architects, ed... by E. H. and F,, "'. Slash-
field and A. A. HopKins. 4 V. N. Y. 1901. lharlos
Scribner's r;ons.
759 Viardot, Louis.
qV 65 Brief hintor^r of the painters of all schools. Lond.
1877. Samson Lo"% i:arston, Searle and Rivington.
759.5
V 65 TJonders of Italian art. tj. y. 1886. Charles
Scribner's Sons.
750 V/oltmann, Alfred Friedrich aottfried Albert von and Y:br-
V/ 83 mann, Karl.
Ilisto^^y of :^^ainting, v. n. tr. by Dlara Bell.
N. Y. 1885. Lodd, I'ead ec r)o,
708. n i?:ornur., Ralph TTicholson.
W 89 ('j.he) abridged catalogue of the pictures in the
National Gallery -"^ith short biographical notices of





759 iVornuri, Kalph Nicholnon.
V/ 89 Epoohn oV paintinf:;, a ])iograiohiori.l and critical




Bottlcolli, Alnnnandro ( oandro ) 144(';-i.')io . I'eal )iane
Alessanclro di I'ariano Filipipi.
ABUlILVvNOE. n.d. Britinh I.'useuin, London.
'A' No tMt Botlicolli. (seo Artif^t, Dec. 1000, 29:214.)
'lur;!, Lionel.
Tlie Kaloolrn dra"'7i]ic^ at the British Museir".. (see
Magazine of Art, 1894, l^rigo. )
ADORATION OIP THE VACrl. 1480, Tffizi, Florenoe.
Oharnplin, J: j). and Perkinn , 0: 0.
"Cyclopedia of paintorn. 1900. 3:174.
^3^r^ "Harrood, Judith.
73ottioelli ' n olacsioal pioturen. (sen Artint,
Jan.' 1901. .30 :4. )




ALLEGORY OP SPRIN.l. n.d. Academy, Florence.
^' Child, Tliecdore.
Art and criticiBm. 189^. p. 8-14,27.
3^ Sandro 3otticplli( Bee Harpor'B raag. Aug. 1888,
.77:4^1-^34.)
C. ^ Har-'^OGd, . Edith.








Sanciro .'3ottioolli. ( fiee Scribner's mag. Dec.
IBfJB, 4 :717, )
I'.;asters in art. 1000. p. 3P. pi. 3.
(Tho) re^ Intf^rnational nnoyclopaedia. lOOrj-OS. S:Pm,
^ Stillrnan, J.








ALLEGORY OF SPRTNO. cletailn of, ne'o alfso





ANNUIIOIATION. n.d. Uffizi, Florence.













AS.m'PTION 0^ TIW viROTTi, ^n.cl. rational Trail ory, j.onclon. (attril;
Har'"oocl, Judith.
TJottioelli ' s olatjnioal ^'inturen. {nee Ai'tint,




(LA) BELLA r^IMONETTA. n.cl. Oraft on gallery.
Stephens, F, '
(The) Clrafton galleries, (nee i:agazine of Art,
1894. 17:318.)
(LA) BELLA SIITONETTA. n.d. Palazzo Pitti, Florence.
Chani.ain, J: J), and Perkinn, 0: 0.
C^rolopedia of painters. 1900. 4:188.
B. Soott, Leader.
Art and romance of renair;f5a]ice girlhood. (see
Magazine of Art, Nov. 1808, 2P:rAH.)
(LA) BELLA SILiONETTA (detail of Allegory of spring. ) n. d.
AoadeuY , Florence.
^ Ilar-'ood, Edith.
Botticelli's classical pictures. (see Artist,
Jan. 1901, 30:4-7. )
BIRTH OF VENUS, n.d. TJffizi, ' Florence.
C. Berenson, Bernhard.
(The) Florentine painters. 1896. p. 7i.
THE PERRY PICTURES. 371. ACiJt/rvn' Flore7lCe . FROM PAINTING 8Y BOTTICELLI.
FIGURE OF SPRING.
Child, Theocloro.
Art and criticism. IBOr^. p. 14-lf),
C. Sandro Botticelli. ( Ree Harper 'f5 rna^. Aug.
1888, 77:464. )
Harvrood, J']dit]i.
Botticelli's clanoical pic turf (see Artif^t
Jan. 1901, 30:0-8.
)
Q_ -^i Hitchcock, leorge.
Sandro Botticelli. (see Scribner's raag. Dec
1888, 4:717.) (reprod. detail.)
No text, Koeliler, S. R.
History of pain+inp;. 1879. pi. noi. fig. 4
l^asterrj in art. 1900. p. 3P-33. pi. 5.
(The).ne"^ international enc^^clopaecUa. 190??-03. 3:^88
B. Pater, ^.V: h.-
(a) fragment on Sandro Botticelli. (see Fort
nightly rev. Aug. 1870, 14:iri8-9.)
^ Rossetti, W: i:.
Sandro Botticelli, (see Encyclopaedia Brit-
annica. Ed. 9. 1879. 21:4{33.)
Vasari, Oiorgi.
Lives. 1855. 2:232, .
C 1901. 2:210.
.
Woltrnann, A. F. 0. A. ^^on and iVornann, Karl.
Historv of T)ainting. 1885. T : 297-8.
THE PERRY PICTURES. AcddemV, Flor€1lC€. FROM PAiNTiNG PY BOTTICELLI. 1447-1515.
DANCING FIGURES, ALLEGORY OF SPRING.
Bottioelli, Alennanrli-o
,
(-^ortrait) n.d. TTffi^i, iMorence.
j^'^ No text. Child, Thoociore.
Art and c-"iticif5n. 180 P. p. ^.
No text.
Sandro Botticelli. (see? Harper's riap;. Auf^.
1B88, 77:4,17. )
OALULTIY, nee CALIU/^IY OF APELLES.
OALIJI./mY OF APELLES. 14?^^. IJffi-i, Florence.
Charnplin, J: i). and PerkinG, 0:0.
Cycloprdia of painters. 1900. 1:232,
Oliild, Theodore.




iSotticelli ' s classical pictures. (see Artist,
Jan. 1901. 30 : 7-S. )
Hoyt
, D. L.
Historic schools of painting. 1890. p. 41.
C. Lee, Vernon.
Imaginative art of the renaissance. (see Livin
age, 14 May, 16^87. 117:493.)
C. Liibke, ViHielrn.
Jlistory of art. 1869. ?3:i63.
Outlines of the history of art., 18>a. 2:S10.

No text. Van Dyke, J: 0.
Art for arfn sake. FA. 4. ino:^. p. r,3P.
Vasari, diorp^io.
1001. 2:PPP-'^3.
CHIOI BOTTICELLI, n.d. !^rr-'. J. L
.
" .'>ardner , Boston.
C, (The) Ohigi Botticelli. (see Athenaeum, 9 Nov. IDOl,
1901^: 0:^7-38. )
^f^C. (see Magazine of art, April, 190?^, ?56:SG8-e9.)
C. 1^-.
Two pictures '-'ith a past. (see Nation, .'3 Dec.
1901, 73:43P.-3P>. )
^ B. w. , 0. n.




CORONATION OF MADONNA, see COROTTATICN OF THE VIRGIN.
CORONATION OF THE VlRi^IN. 1480 (?) Uffisi, Florence.
M Bell, I.^rs. N. R. E. (reugens)
Eloraentary history of art. Ed. 3. 1889. p.
C. Braunor, 0. 1'.
(The) Florentine school. (see Progress, Feb.
1901 , G:3i31. )
Champ liii, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of paintorn. 1900. 4:37C.
Hitchcock, Oeorge.




No text, ICODlLlm: , ^.
Uintory of paintin'^. IMV9.
-i. p.QS. fig. 1.
^ No text. ( The /magnificat . (seo Bookbuyor, Tiec. lOOO, Pl:401.)
raGters iji art. .1900. p. ?3G. pi. 4.
TIe:7 inte3"national oyoiopaedia. 190^^-03. 3:283.
^ Pater, V, , H.
C.
(A) fra^r-ent on Sand.ro Bottioelli
,
(r-5ee Fort-
niglitly rov. au^^. 1M70, 14:ir)M. )
No text, Van Dyke , J : .
Art for art's sake. FA. 4. 1803. p. PIG.
^ NoteiA. History of painting. 1804. p. GO.
Vasari, Giorgio,
Liven. 1855. P.: 232.
1901. J^!?508-9.
'^f Viardot, Louis.
History of the painters of all sc/iools. 1877.
P. 50. (reprod. frontispiece. )
V/oltnann, A. P. a. A. von and ^;drmann, Karl.
History of painting. 1885. f:r05-0G.
DESTRUCTION OF THE POLLOV.'ERS OF KORAH. n. d. Gistine Chapel, Rone
LUbke, ^.VilhelT-.
History of art. Ed. 2. 1869. r:lG3.
Outlines of the hintory of art. 1881. P:niC.
CORONATION OF THE VIRGIN.
DIVINE 001 "EDY. ( Tlluntrationf? . ) n.cl, I,'u8f;un, Berlin.
B, Brrennon, Bernhard.
I
Botticelli 'n illustrationn t o the Tiivina '^onr'ierlia
(see Nation, 1^! Nov. 1896, e:3:363-G4.)
Child, Theodore.
Art and critioisr.i-. 1892. p.
DuplesGis, GrBorgeti..
' (The) "'ondcTn nf engraving. 1871. p. PA-7
.
Nev.' international cyclopaedia. 190P-QS, '3:2HQ-S7,
Pater, v.f. ll.
(A) fragment on Sandro Botticelli, (see Fort-










Sandro Botticelli, (see Harper's mag. Aug.
1888, 77:4Gn-P.3. )
No text. Cole, Timothy.
Italian old masters: notes. (see Century, Aug.
1890, 18:505. )
^ Stillman, 'n, J.






FORTITUra. n.d. Uffizi, J'lorence. (attrib. )
Ffoulkef.5, 0. A. J.
Minnamed 'lotiireG in the Tiffizi gallery. (sert
Magazine of art, Ma:^ 1890, 13:190-01.)
I
OIULIANO DE J.tEDIOI. (portrait) n.cl. Bergano.
] ^ Har^'ood, Edith.
,|










I ^ Harwood, Edith.
I
Botticelli 'n clasnical •'^dotures, (see Artint,
Jan. 1901, 30:4, G.
.
INCORONATA see OORONATIOIT OP THE viRaiii.
JETHRO'S DAUGHTERS AT THE WELL. n.d. oir^tine Ohapel , Rone.
LiiTake, Wilhelrn.
Outlines of the history of art. 1801. ?^.oio-ii.
LEIUJI FRESCOES, n.d. Louvre, Paris.
C. Child, Theodore.
Art and criticisra. 189f^. p. P.P..
B.
:
- Sandro Botticelli, (see Harper's nag. Aug. 1888,
77:4f^8. )
Contributor's club. ( see Atlantic
,
Aug. 1900, Br. -.Pm-He . )
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MADOTINA AND OlIILD. n.rt. Oolonna gallery.
No text. Hoeber, Arthur.
Renaissance of old masters. (see Bookman, ]'ay
1900, ll:f?.32. )
1.1AD0NNA AND CHILD. n.cl. national frallery, London.
C. OoGtelloe, M: v.r.
(The) ne"' and the old art criticism. (nee Nine-
teonth century, ':ay 1894, 35:83??.)
i. Hitchcook, George.
Sandro Botticelli. (see Scribncr's mag. Dec.
1883, 4:713-irn )






Al.iridged catalogue of "ictures in the National
gallery. 1873, p. 17-18.
Epochs of painting. 18G4. p. 160.
MADONNA AND OPIILD '"ith ST. JOHN. n.d. Agnevr gallery, London.
B. Bot':ioelli at the agne"! gallery. (see" I'agazine of Art,
1898, 33:535.
)
Twenty selected pictures by Italian masters. (see Ath-
enaeum, 34 June, 1839., 35:790.)
THE PERRY PICTURES. 212 B. Colonna Gallery. frow pointing by botticeli..
MADONNA AND CHILD.
-20-








l-Iadonna enthroned, n.d. Berlin Gallery.
^ I/asterG in art. 1900. p. 34. pi. 7.
J-IADGNT^A OF THE LOTH^RE. n.d. Louvre. Paris.
^ C. Brauner, O.I'.
(The) Florentine Rchool. (see Progren?5, Feh.
1901, o:3rsi. )
-^C, Ohild, Theodore.
Art and oriti-^inrn. 139n. p. 19-Pl.
-^G.
Sandro Bottioolli. (see Harpier'fs map:. Aug.
188B, 77:465-67.
)
'A' No text. 1 e , T imothy
.
Italian old r.iasterr. : notes, (see Oentur^^, Aug.
1890, 18:48?3.) (reprod. detail.)
^ Emery, M. 3.
Hot.' to enjoy pictures. 1898. p. 144-51. )
HitohcocK, Oeorge.






(Tlio) '"orlfl's painters. 1890. p. 40.
Marshton, A. W.
Sorae Italian painters, (see Artn for America,
Oot. irno, Bi^no.
)
Masters in Art. .1900. p. 31. • pi. 1.
ic^- SaT'vel, F. B.
(The) interpretation of i^icturos. ' (see ErVication,
Feb. 1900. P0:349_{31.)
« «
MADGNTIA OF TME ROSES. n.d. Palazzo Pitti, Florence.
y^y^^ 3ot1ioolli's iradon^ia of the "'oses. (see I'agazine of A'^^t,
1B99-1900, P4:42S- 20.)
y'^.Q. Lander, Louise.
(A) ne"' Botticelli in Florence. (see Art Journal,
1900, 3:^8.)
MAGNIFICAT, See OOKOTTATION OF THE VIRC-TN.
LIARS ANP VENUS, n.d. National S'^llery, London.
ik^O. :!hild, Theodore.
Art and criticism, l'<^92, p. ri, P3.
C.
Sandro Botticelli. (see Harper's mag. Aug.
1888, 77:467-68. )
^ Har^rood, Edith.
Botticelli's classical pictures. (see Artist,
Jan. 10 01. 30:1-4. )
MADONNA AND CHILD WITH ANGELS,
-r2-
ThonpRon, L. B.
Shells. (sop Art ;journal, 1807, 40 r^BC ,r^C9. )
NATIVITY. loOO. National gallery, London.
C. Child, Th^'Odore.
Art and critic isr.. 189r. p. 6.
C. Har-'ood, Editli.
Botticelli ' B clasr ical picturefs. (see Artist,
Jan. 1901, 30:;3,11. )
C. Hodgson, J. K.
(The) TTativity of our Lord as depicted ±n the
National gallery. ( rjoe I'aga.^ine of Art, Jan. 1890,
13:.39, 41.)
Jflf raster r; in Art. 1900. p. Ml. pi. 10.
NeT-: international cyclopaedia. 190r-03. 3:J?87.
Stillman, vj. j.
Italian old masters, (see Centur^^, Aug. 1890,
18: {306, 509. )
Vasari, Oiorgio.
Lives. 1901. 2:212,
PALLAS AND A CENTAUR. n.d. Palazzo Pitti, Florence.
Berenson, Ber2ihard.
(The) Florentine pai2iters of the renaissance.
1B96. p. 7P_3.
^ C Botticelli Treasure-trove. ( ser; }/aga::ine of art, 1895,
18:f:;76-78. )
THE PERRY PICTURES. 272 E. JZferiCn. FROM PAINTING By BOTTlCELLI.
MADOrJNA 4ND ANGELS.
Mar-'ood, Krlit'i.
jiOttioe.lli ' n olasnicai picturo;;, (see Artint,
Jan. 1901, 30:1 ,8. )
^ NoicKt. Hoyt, u. .L.
(The) ^vorld'n painters. 1809. ( frontispiece. )





(A) ne^T Botticelli. (see Art journal, 1895,
47:188.
)
PALLAS ATHENE, Oee PALLAS ATIP A OENTAUR.
PIERO de' ^'EPICT, THE YOL^JC-ER. (>^ortrait) n.d. IJffizi, Florence
C. Masters in art. 1900. p. :^2, pi. 2.




PORTRAIT. n,(U Layard collection. Venice, (attrib.)
^ I3ro',7n, Horatio.
Sir Henry Layard 's pictures. (see Ilagazine of
Art. 1896. 19:S19.
)
PORTRAIT OP A V/OI-IAN. n.d. Stadel institute. Frankfort.
^C. Masters in y\rt. 1900. p. 34. pi. 9.
VIRGIN WITH CHILD AND ANGELS.
-PA-
PRII/IAVEKA, r,ee- ALLEaORY OF SPillNrj.









SlIERALEA m BATJDINELLI. n.d. Oonntantine loniflon oolle-.tion.
(The) ""onstantine lonicles c olleotion. (see
l.'agasine of Art, 1884, 7:^:10.)
SPRITTO, sve ALLECrORY OF SPRINOr •
TELrPTATIOII. 1484. Sis tine '^hs.r'el, Rome.
B. Stiiiraan, vj. j.
Italian old nanters. ( riee Century, Aug. 1890,
I8:r>06. )
c Van Dyke, H: J.
(The) rrospel history in Italian painting, (see
Har'Oer'r.-; mag. Feb. 1881. f3r:3?38,38n. )
THE PERRY PICTURES. SlStlfie CkaPel. FROM PAINTING BY BOTTICELLI. 1447-1518.
MOSES AND THE BURNING BUSH.
THREE GRACES. (detail of ALLE'^ORY OF SPRINPr. ) n.rl. Academy,
Florence.
Child, Theodore.
Art and criticifjrn. 1000. p. 10-1;3. (reprod,
one head.
;
Sandro Botticelli, (see Harper 'n raa.^. Aug. 18BB,
77:4r)9,4Gn. )
Notext. Cole, Tinothy.





If-^^C. Stillr.an, \1, J.
Italian old masters, (nee Century, Aug. 1890,
18: 504,.'307. )
VEITU'S RECLINIITJ. n.d. National gallery, London.
^ C. Venus reclining "rith cupidr-j. (see Portfolio, 1886, 17:
164-65.
)
VENUS RISING VROV. THE SEA, see BIRTH OF VENUS.
ViRaiN AND CHILD ^'rcTH ST. JOHN, see MADONNA AND CHILD V/ITH ST. JOHl]
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GIOR.'/IONE IL. .1477_ir>ll. real nane fTIORrno BARBARELLT.
(THE) ADULTERESS BROirrHT BEFORE CHRIST, ii.d. Corporation ,^allory.
Olasgo'-'. ( attril). )
'^C. Arinntron,<3, Waltor.
(The) Corporation gallory of Crlasgo^r, (nee Mag-
azine of art, Feb. 1890. 13:04-;3.)
CATERINA CORNARO. n.cL. Crenpi collection. I/ilan
.
(attrib.)
No text, Dillon, Ednarcl.
TJev booJis and old raastern. (see T^agazine of Art
1900-01, p.r):4r)ij. )
CHALDEAN SAGES. 1511. Belvedere gallery. Vienna.
B. Ady, J. v..
Art of Giorgione. (sr-e Portfolio, 1889, ?^0:?^11.
Bell, Mrs. N. R. E. (Mengens.)
Ele.- entary history of art. Ed. 3. 1889. p. 113
14.) .
Charaplin, J: D. and Porkins , C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. l:J^6e.
Radcliffe, A. 0.
Schools and nasters of painting. 1895. p. 19C.
Viardot, Louis.
bonders of Italian art. 1886. p. 2'o2,
^ V/oltniann, A. ?. 'J. A. von and 'Vorraann, Karl.
History of painting. 1885. 2:601,

CHRIST liEARIIK} THE CROSS. n.d. Kingnton-Lacoy . Enelancl.
Vasari, aiorgio.
Liven. 18;. f3. ?3:3O9-40C.
1901. 3:7--8.
CONOERT. n.d. Palazzo Pitti, Florence.
C, Acly, J.
r.
Art of aioegione, (see Portfolio, 1880, 20:
^08-0,1?.)
C. Braunor, 0. 1.:.
Venetian nohool : Oiorgione. (see Progref^G, Mar,
1901, 6:397.
)
Tnaraplin, J: T). and Perkins, c: n,
Oyolopedia of paintern. 1900. 1:8P?.
Oole, Tir.othy.
Italian old nasterr;: noten. (nee Dentury, I'ar.
• 189??. r^l-719. )
Colvin, Sidney.
Giorgione. (see EnoyclopMedia 3ritai;r:ica. Ed.
9. 1879. 10:548. )
No t,.4. De Forest, J. B.
Short history of art. 1881. p. PJ'yP.,
Hoyt, D. L.
llistorio school of painting. 1890. p. 85-6. )
(The) -jorld's painters. 1899. p. 93.

LUbke, V/ilheli.i.
History of art. Eel. 2, 1860. n:R7f3-77.)
Outlinon of thr> history of art. IBHl. r^^^erj-CG.)
C. Pater, Walter.
(The) school of Gior^^ione. (see Living Agc^
3 Nov. 1877, l,'^r):366, 307,308.)
Radcliffp, A. a.
Schools and nasters of painting. 1895. p. 196.
C. Venetian painting, (sec Living Age, 10 ray, 1873. 117:369.)
CONCERT, Gee also RUSTIC CONCERT.
CONCERT CHAI.IPETRE, see RUSTIC CONCERT.
(THE) 33EATH OF PETER IIARTIRE. n.cl. National gallery. Lonrlon.
V/ornur/, R. N.
Abriclgqcl catalogue of the pictures in the Nation-
al gallery, 1873. p. 41.
EASTERN SAGES, see CHALDEAN SAGES.
ENTOmiENT. n.d. i-Ionte cli Pieta, Treviso.
Hoyt, D. L.
ilistoric schools of painting. 1890. p. 80.
B. Raclcliffe, A. G.
Schools and masters of paiiiting. 189f3. p. 197.
PAHIGLIA DI GIORGIONE, see FAMILY OF GIORGICNE.

FA1.IILY OF ^'rlORCrlOlIE. n.d. Oiovanelli collection. I'^loroncf..
a Ady, J. I.:.
Art of :'}io??:;iono. (seo Portfolio, 18<'^0, no
:
f^lO-11. )
Cliamplin, J: 1). and Perkinn, 0: C.
Cyolopeaia of painters. 190C. 2:141.
Colvin, nidney.
Giorgione. (cec Jlncyclapaedia Britani'iica. Ed,
9. 1879. 10: [343. )
No text, Koehlor, S. R.
History of painting. 1879. pi. 20G. fig. 3.
iVoltnann, A. ?. a. A. '^on and 'Vornann, Karl. .
Hintory of -oainting. IHivr^. 2:601.
FAHILY PORTR-\tT. n. cl. "pain. (at trio. )
Viaydot, Louifj.
Brief hintory oJ' the painterr^ of all Gohooln,
lfi77. p. 87.
Sane.
XVonderr. of Italian art. 1886. p. nr^O-Gl,
GIOPGIONE. (portrait) n.d. runich. (attrib.)
Vasari, Giorgio.
Lives. 185f3. ??:396.
B. „_ 1901. 3:3-4.
Viarclot, Louis.
v/onders of Italian art. 1886. p. 2n2-ri:3.
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HOLY FAMILY, see ST. SEBASTIAN.
HOROSCOPE, n.d. Dresden gallery.
Oharaplin, j: D. r.nd "erkins, O: 0.
Cyclopedia of paintem. 1900. P.iP.O'S,
I
JACOB AND RACHEL. n.d. "Dresden ;f>:allery.
Radcliffe, A. 0.
Schools and r:asters of painting. 180n. p. 196
B. Venetian painting. (see Living age, 10 May 1873, 117:
359. )
• JUDGMENT OF SOLOMON. n.d. Uffirri, Florence.
Colvin, Sidney.
(riorgione. (see Encyclopaedia Britanriica. Ed.
9. 1879. 10:543. )
JUDITH, n.d. Hermitage. St. Petersburg.
Dillon, j'^d^vard.
re'7 books and old masters. (see Magazine of Ar
1900-01 , ?.5:45C. )
KNIGHT IN ARMOUR.- n.d-. National gallery, London.
C, Viardot, Louis.




V/ornun , R . N
.
Abridged catalo.f^io of the plcturen in the Nation-
al gallery. 1<'373. p. 41.
KNIGHT OP Iv'ALTA. n. d. Uffizi, Florence, (attrib.)
' Ady, J. }!.
Art of liJiorgione. (nee Prtofolio, 1B89. P.0:21S.)
-^-^ Li. Oolo, Tinothi''.
Italian old nasterrs: note«. (see Century, i:ar.
1B9??, 21: 713, '71.7. )
^ LioKB, Y/. ?.
The portrait of a poet. (see Magar-^ine of art,
1893, 16:P,02,P.04:,P.QG.)
IMON'A A!ID cniLTD. n.d. Madrid gallery, (attrib.)
Ady, J. M.
Art of Giorgione. (see Portfolio, 1880, .?0:211.)
I'ABOmiA AND OHILP. n.d. Hermitage. nt. Petersburg, (attrib. )




A probable 'G^iorgione. (see Magazine of art, IBOf),
18:347-50.)
MJVDONMA ANP CHILD ENTHRONED, see 1IAD0N]^A WITH SAINTS.
IIADONNA OF CASTELPRANOO , see I!ADONNA WITH. SAINTS.
Madonna ".'ith saints. 1504. Castlefranco church, Plorence.
C. Ady, J. M.
Art of Oriorgione. (see Portfolio, 18;39, SOrf^lO. )
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Charn-lin, J: ]^. and PerKinr, , 0: 0.
Oyolopedia or pciintorrs. lOOC. .'^rl.'^H.
B, Cole, Tinothy.
Italian old nantern: notefj. (see Century, l-'ar,
180?^, 21:'716-1'6, ) (reprod. detail.)
C. Dioks, w. p.
The portrait of a poet, (see Ilagazine of Art,
iBOri, 16:S04. )
Hoyt, P. L.
Historic schools of painting. ir^90. p. 8^.
^ No text, Koehler , S. R.
History of painting. 1870. pi. 20e, fi£^. 4.
Stillnan, V/. j.
Italian old masters. (see '^.entury, :'ar. 1892,
^1 : 715-717. ) (reprod. detail.)
C* Vasari, Ci-iorj^io.
Lives. 1901. 3:8. : .
"4*^ Woltnann, A. F. r,, a. von and vJormann, /Carl.
History of paintin£% 188r). 2:599,601.







Art thoughts. 1871. 253- ''"^4:.

ORDEAL OF MOSES. n.d. Uffini, Florence.
Tolvin, Sidney.
Oiorfrione (nee Encyclopaoclifi Britannioa. Ed.
1870. 10:f343.
^ No text. Van Dyke, J: 0.
History of ^^ai]Ttin,'^. 1894. v. 111.
PORTRAIT OF A n. d. (•ittril'.)
No text, '^ior^ione. (see Artint, Jaii. 1001, 30:42.)
PORTRAIT OP A VETJETIAH r>ENTLE?:A^T (?) n.d. 'Collection of l.Iarquis
of Bristol, Ick'Torth.
-^C. Philliion, Olaude.
T^7o riiinr-. (see IV'aga.-^^ine of art, Feb. 1903,
r^7!37,41. )
PORTRi\IT OF GENERAL aATTAMELATA- n. d. ( attrib. )
^ C. Brauner , 0.
Venetian Gchool: (rior.f^ione (see Progress, liar.
1901, 6:397.
)
RURAL CONCERT, see RUSTIC CONCERT.
RUSTIC CONCERT, n.d. Louvre, Paris. (attrib.)
C. Ady, J. j.l.
Art of iliorgione (see Portfolio 1889, r^0:n08-9,
212, )
^' Brauner, 0". If.




Oharnp.lin, J: p. and Pprkinn,
"^Jyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:3^3.
Phillipn, Olaiide.
Picture ga.l.lf^ry of '^harlen I. (see Portfolio,
1896, f37:87. )
Padcliffe, A. a.
Schools and Histers of painting. 1B95. p. 196
Viardot, Louis.




V/onders of Italian art. 1886. p. 251.
n.d. National gallery, London.
I'.
.
Art of aiorgione. (see Portfolio, 18>'-]9, 20:213
ST. 3E3ASTIATT. n.d. Louvre, Paris.
C- Viardot, Louis.
Brief history of the painters ol' all schools.
1877. p. 87.
SaTTie.
Wonder B of Italian art. 1886. p. 251.
SLEEPINa VENUS. n.d. Presden galle-y.
^' Ady, J. }.:.









THREE PHILOSOPHERS, see ^HALDEATT SAGEf^
.
THREE SUR\TL'YORS , neo CHALDEAN SAG^ES.
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GUirO (CrUIT^O RilNI. ) Ir)7}5-104?5.
ANNUHOIATIOH. n.cl. Louvre, Parir-.
Ohanplin, J: ^\ and PeT^kinr, , n:
Cyolopodia of paintern. 1900. 1:4G.
APOLLO ANP I'ARRYAS. n.d. Ilunich.
Oliaraplin, J: p. and Pe.^Xins , o: 0.
Oycilopodia of "aintern. 1900. 1:60.
ARClI/iN'lEL. n.d. '/hurch of the; Capuchins, Florence.
Hawthorne, !Iathaniel.
French and "talian notebookn. 1393. p. 505-(
ASSTTirpTION. n.d. I^^unioh.
Ohamplin, J: ]). and Perkins, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:74.
AUROM. n.d. Palazzo Rospigliosi, Rone.
Badeker, Karl.
Italy. 1893. ?3:ini.
1^ Ohar.iplin, J: p. anl Perkins, 0: 0.
I
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:B2.
if Duff, Ivl: 0.
i
Sor.e famous pain-fi^ngs and their hones. 1887.
I
P. 100-3.
1^ No text. Ooodyear, VI: H.





Historic Rchooln of painting. 1890. p. lOH.
(The) '?o-':*ld'R paint ern. 1890. p. 1^4.
No text. Koe 'iler, s.
History of painting. 1870. pi. ?^17. fig. 4.
LubKe, ''Jilhel?r..
History of art. Ed. 2. 1860. n:381.
Outlines of the hintory of art. 1881. 2:r)20,
C. Marshto'-m, A. -W.




^ Ne^7 York. (State)- TJnivernity, Home education dep't.
Bulletin No. 32. 1000. p. 33{3.
^ C. Pattison, J. Ti:




Schools and r.asters of painting. 1805. p. 517-
10.
C. Rossetti, IV: M.
Reni, Ouido. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica. Ed.
9. 1870. SO: 400.)
Tainc, H. A.
Italy: Rome and TIaplos. Ed. 3. 1871. p. p.Oe
,
THE PERRY PICTURES. 38?. J\ ^ . ^ I PalilCC , ROi/te. PR P A I NTI NG 9 V G Ul DO REM . 1575-16*2.
HEAD OF APOLLO.




Brief ::ifitory of Iho P.iiiitorr; of all nchooln.
1877. p. 167-68.
'jj^ Nq lexl.
Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p.
Wornur., R. N.
EpoohG of painting. 1864. p. 328,
BACCHUS, n.cl. Palazzo Pitti, Florence.
Chanplin, J: D. and PerKins, c: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:87.
BAPTISM OF CHRIST. n.d. Ivfuseun, Vienna. .
Chanplin, J: p. and ^erkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:S81.
Beatrice Cenci. n.d. Palazzo Barberini, Florence.
^ Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:^^63.
No text. aorxi:rear, ^f/; H.
History of art. Ed. 3. 1888. p. 300.
HaT7thorne , Nathaniel
.
French and Italian notebooks. 1893. p. f304-rj,
B.
(The) }.:arble Faun. 189G, p. 80-87.,
Hoyt, P. L.
Historic schools of ^aintin^ci:. 1890. p. 10?^.
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Q Pattinon, J. V.'.
Italian painting. (sen Prdgrenr, Ap^il, 1001,
6:443.)
Q R.-iclcliirfe, A. ;7. -




Reni, auiclo. (see Enoyclopedi-a Britannica.
9. 1879. ^0:400.
C. Taine, H. A.
Italy: R-me and Naples. 1B71. p. 233.
-^Uot^^i Vlardot, Louis.
Briof liintory of the paintern of all nohools.
1?377.. p. 169.
ik No text, "
iVonclerr-; of Italian art. 1886. p. 319.
BRADALTANTE AND FIORDA'SPINA , n.d. IJffir^i, Florence.
Ghamplin, J: p. and ^erkins , :! : C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:194.
CHARITY, n.d. Palazzo Pitti, Florence.
Ohamplin, J: D. and Perkins, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of Piinters. 1900, 1:J^70.
CHRIST AND SAlvI/.RITAN V/QI/AN. n.d. Louvre, Paris.
Chanplin, J: P. and Perkins, c: '\
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:291.
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OHRTHT APPEARIUa TO VIR'UN. n.d. l^renden.
Cliamplin, J: r. and Perkins, n: n.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:^94,
CHRIST 17IVINC} KEYS TO PETER. n.d. Louvre, Paris.
Chainplin, J: p. and PorKlnn, C: C.
^Jyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:^90,
CHRIST IN THE GARDEN- n. d. Louvre, Paris.
Champlin, J: P. and Perkins, c: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:287,
CHRIST ON THE CROSS, n.d. Bologna ,:^allery.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins. C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:284,
Liibke , Y/ilheln.
History of art. Ed. 2. 1869. 2:381.
Outlines of +,he history of art. 1881. 2:529.
fe- Radcliffe, A. ^r.
Schools and masters of painting. 189R. p. 287
CHRIST ON THE ".ROSS. n'.d. }.'odena gallery.
Champlin. J: P. and ^^erkins , C: C*
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:284.
CORONATION 0? ViRimi
, n.d. Bologna gallery.
Champlin, J: p. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:377.
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CORONATION OF ^aROlN. n.d. National gallery. London.
CharTOiin, j: n. and Perkins, r-.
O3''clopedia of painterr;. 1900. 4:377.
B. Rossetti, M.
Reni, Guido. ( sof? Knoyolopaedia Britannioa. Ed,
0. 1886. ?!0:409.)
CRUCIFIXION, see CHRIST ON THE CR0S3.
CRUCIFIXION OF ST. PETER. n.d. Vatican, Rone.
Champlin, J: j), and T^erkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:4S5.
LiiiJke, '.Vilhelrn.
History of art. Ed. 2. 1869. ^:881..
B.
Outlines of the history of art. 1881. p. ^23,
CUlvTEAN SIBYL. n.d. Uffizi, Florence.
Champlin, j: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:178.
* No text (loodyear, W: H.
History of art. Ed. 3. 1888. p. 301.
DAVID AND GOLIATH. n.d. Hermitage, St. Petersburg.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:376.
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DEATH OF CLEOPATRA. 1G40. Pala-zo Pltti, Florence.
Chaniplin, J: D. and Perkins, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of paintern. 1000. 1:30F>.
B. Taine, H. A.
Italy; Florence and Venice. 1H71. p. 158.
EOCE HOMO. n.d. Dve^den gallf^ry.
Champlin, J: p. and Perkins, C:^.
Cyclopedia of painterr?. 1900. 2:4-r).
]
I No text. Groodyear, lY: H.
I
History of art. Kd. 3. 1888. p. 300.
i
Hampton, ^^ate.
(The) face of Ohri^t in art. (nee Outlook, i
April 1899, 61:747,748.)
Hoyt, D. L.
Hintoric schooln of painting. 1890. p. 102.
^B. Pattison, J. w:
Itraian painting. (see Progress, April, 1901,
ii
l| 6:443,444.).
EOCE HOMO. n.d. National gallery, London.
I
Ohamplin, J: P. and Perkins, O: C.
'





History of painting. 1879. pi. ?317. fig. 5.
< No text. Rossetti, W: M.
i





EOOE HOro. n.(i. LouvrF!, Par.i.rj.
Champlin, J: r. and Perkins,
Cyclopedia of painterB. 1000. f3:f3.
EOOE HOMO. n.d. Palazzo CorBini, Rome.
PattiBon, J. W:
Italian painting, (see Progress, April 1901,
6 :443. )
FAlv!E. n.d. Turin gallery.
Cliarnplin, j: p. and Perkinr?, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:41.
PORTWiE. n.d. Acoadeniia di S. Luna. inrae,.
^ Champlin, J: P. and Perkins, o: Q,
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:74.
^' Taine, H. A.
Italy: Rome and Naplen. 1871. p. 166.
GUIDO. portrait, n.d. IJffir^i, Florence.
Champlin, J: D. and :°erkins , c: C. .
Cyclopedia of paj.nters. 1900. 2:189.
HERCULES AND ACHELONS. n.d. Louvre, Paris.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters.. 1900. 2:240.
HERCULES AND THE HYDM. n.d. Louvre, Paris.
Champlin, J: P. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. ' 1900. 2:241.




LOT AND HIS muailTERS. n.ci. National gallery, London.
Champlln, j: ]"). and Perkins, o: 0.
Cyclopedia of painterr;. 1900. 3:10P.,
LUOPETTA. n.d. Turin gallery.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:110.
IMDONNA AND ST. FRANCIS. n.d. Hermitage, St. Petersburg.
Cliamplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:152.
IIADOITNA DE LA SILLA. n.d. Museum, Madrid.
Charnplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:166.
l!ADONNA DELLA PIETA. 1616. Bologna gallery.
Charnplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of :oainters. 1900. 3:144.
Kadoliffe, A. a.
Schools and masters of painting. 1895. p. 237,
B. Viardot, Louis.
Brief history of the painters of all schools.
1877. p. 168.
Same •
Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p. 317-18.

MADOTriA IN ADORATION, n.cl. T^reGclen frallnry.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters
. 1900. 3:125.
I.IADONNA IN GLORY AND SAINTS, n.d. Vaticrm, Rorae.
Ohainplin, J: D. and Perkins, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:139.
B. PattiRon, J. W:
Italian painting. (see Progress, April 1901,
6:443.)
MADONNA WITH ST. JOHN. n.d. Louvre, Paris.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, c: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:152,
MADONNA WITH ST. JOHN. n.d. Uffizi, Florence.
Champlin, J: D. and Pei^kins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:152-53.
No text. Goodyear, W: H.
Renaissance of modern art. 1^94. p. 177.
MADONNA WITH SAINTS. n.d. Dresden gallery.
^ Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:159.
MAGDALEN. n.d. Louvre, Paris.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:172.
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ilA':JDALEN. n.d. ^olonna palace, Rome.
Noiext.De Forest, j. D.
Short history of art. 1881. p. 264.
if^ No text, Goodyear , w : }I.




History of art. Ed. 2, 1869. 2:382,
-K —
Outlines of the history of art. 1881. 2:^)29.
Taine, H. A.
Italy: Home and Naples. Ed. 3. 1871. p. 221.
MASSACRE OF THE IMNOOENTS. n.d. Bologna gallery.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:?^16.
Liibke, Wilhelm.
History of art. Ed. 3. 18G9 . p. 381.
Outlines of
-^.he history of art. 1881. 2:i529.
Viardot, Louis.
Brief history of the' painters of all schools.
1877. p. 169.
B.
Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p. 321.
NATIVITY, n.d. Vienna.
Pattison, J. 7/:
Italian painting, (see Progress, April 1901,
6:443-44.)
THE PERRY PICTURES. CoJlVent Oj tkc LappUCmt^ Rome, from painting by GUIDO RENI. 1575-1642.
HEAD OF ST. MICHAEL.
Detail from St. Michael and the Dragon.
NINUS AND SEMIRAMIS. n.cl. Dresden gallery.
Gharaplln, j: D. and Perkiiis, n: 1.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1000. 3:348.
PRESENTATION IN TEJTLE. n.d. ^:ufjeura, Vienna.
Chanplin, J: p. and Perkins, o: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1000. 3:470.
RAPE OF ARIADN;h]. n.d. Academy, Rome.
Taine, H. A.
Italy: Rome and Naples. 1871. p. 163.
RAPE OF HELEN. n.d. Louvre, Paris.
^^ Champ .Tin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:J^28-?^9.
ST. CATHERINE, n.d. Turin gallery.
Champlin, J: p. and Perkins, C: C,
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. liPAYd.
iT. JAIES. n.d. ^fuseum, Madrid.
Champlin, J: r. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:331.
ST. JOHN IN THE YHILDERNESS. n.d. Dul'-'icli gallery.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters.. 1900. ^^:349.
ST. JOSEPH AND INFANT CHRIST, n.d. Herri tage, St. Petersuur
Champlin, J: D. and ^erkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painter.s. 1900. 8:367.
»
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Short hintory of art. 1881. -p. r64.
B. Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
The !'arljlc Faun. 189(3. p. 167-60. ?3ir)-17.
Radcliffe, A. fJ.
Schools and masters of painting. 18913. p. 238.
Taine, H. A.
Italy: Rome and Naples. Ed. 3. 1871. p. nf30.
St. Michael and the dragon, see St. Iliohael.
ST. PETER, n.d. Hermitage, St. Petersburg.
Champ 1 in, J: r. and Perkins, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 8:4?'3.
ST. SEBASTIAN, n.d. Louvre, Paris.
^ Charaplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:163.
ST. SEBASTIAN, n.d. Bologna gallery.
Ohanplin, J: D. and Perkins, c: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:163.
ST. SEBASTIAN. n.d. Pul'-'ich gallery.
Charaplin, J: 1). and PerkiJis, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painter::. 1000. 4:163.
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SAHSON VICTORIOUS, n.cl. Bologna .-^allory.
Clianplin, J: i\ and Perkinr;, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:109.
(THE) SEWERS, n.d. Hermitage , St. Petersburo:.
C. Pattinon, J. W:
Italian painting. (nee Progress, April 1901,
6:443.
)
SUSANNA AND THT' ELDERS, n.d. National ^jillevy , London.
Charr.plin, J: D. and PerKinn , c: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:f54r).
VENUS AND CUPID. n.d. Dresden gallery.
Charnplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of paintern. 1900. 4:341.
YOUTHFUL CHRIST AND ST. JOHN. n.d. ^^ational gallei.T, London.
"^C (The) youthful Christ embracing St. John.- (see I.'agazine
of A^t, 189.3, 15:300-301. ) (reprod. detail.)

SAR'''0, ANT1KEA DEL. 1486-1^31. real nane Anclvea rl' Angelo cli
Francesco, called Del. Sarto.
ANNUNCIATION, n.d. Palazzo Pitti, Florence.
Ohara^^lin, J: r. and Perkins, 0: T.
Cyclopedia of "ainters. 1900. 1:47.
Li-ibke, Wilhelm.
History of art. Ed. P.. 1869. 2: PAS,







Brief hir^tory of the painters of all school . 1877
P.' 100-101.
Same.
Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p. 115.
ASSmiPTICN {2) 15??6,1531, Palazzo Pitti, Florence.
Champlin, J: p. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:76-77.
(THE) BAPTIST PREACHING IN THE ?;iLDERI^IESS. ir)ir.-?36. Scalzo,
Florence.
C. l.:cLeod, Addison.








(THE BAPTIST SEIZED BY OUARDS. 15PG. Scalzo, Florence.
V/oltnann, A. ?. 0. a. von and Wormann, Karl.
History of paintiiig. 188.'5. 2:nii',,








BIRTH OF THE VIRGII'I. n.d. Convent of the Servites, Florence.
^ No lext. Koehler, S. R.
HiBtory of painting. 1879. pi. 212, fig. 3.
V/oltrnann, A. F. Cr. A. von and Wormann, Karl.
History of painting. 1885. 515-16.
4
CARITA, see ^KITY.
CHARITY, n.d. Scalzo, Florence, (attril).)
Muller, Max.
Andrea del Sarto's "^arita. (see Contemporary rev
188e, 50:714-18. )
CHARITY. 1518. . Louvre, Paris.
':!haiiiplin, J: p. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 190C. 1:270.
Hoyt, D. L.
,
— Historic schools of painting. 3.890. p. 54.

Lubke, Wilheln.
History of art. FA. P., .1869. 2:PA3,
-K




DEPOSITION, nee DESCENT FROM THE CROSS.
DESCENT FRO}f THE CROSS. 15^3. Pala.^zo Pitti, Florence.
Champlin, J: D. a net Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:39:^,
Vasari, Griorgio.
Lives




DISPUTA, see DISPUTE ABOUT THE TRINITY.
DISPUTE ABOUT THE TRINITY. 1517. Palar:zo Pitti, Florence.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:S98.
Liibke, IVilhelra.
History of art. Ed. ^. 1869. 2: PAS,
Outlines o"' the history of art. 1881. 2:3P.l,
Radcliffe, A. 0.












Wonders of Italian art. 1886. P. 114.
(THE) ENTOMBMENT OF OHRIST. n.d. Louvrn, Paris.
^ Viardot, Louis.
Brief history of the painters of all schools.
1877. p. 100.
Same.
^ —— Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p. 114,117.
HERODIAS. 15P2. Scalso, Florence.
Svrinburne, A. 0:
Notes on desi.'^ns of the old masters at Florence
(see Fortnightly rev. July 1868, 10:38-9.).
Vasari, (liorgio.
Lives. 1901. 3:^38-39.





HOLY FAMILY, n.d. Louvre, Parin.
^ Chsirrplin, J: D. and Perkins, C:C.
' Cyclopedia of painters. 19CC. 2:278,
'^Notext. Critic, Dec. 1898. 53:408.
HOLY i'AMILY. n.d. National gallery, London.
Chainplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
l' Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:278-79.
V/ornuin , R . II
.
Abridged catalog^ae of the pictures in the Nation-
al gallery. 1875. p. 90.
HOLY FAMILY, n.d. Pinacothek, Munich.
,
"A" No text. Goodyear, W: H.
I
History of art. Ed. 5. 1888. p. 287.
Viardot,. Louis.
Brief history of the paiiiters of 'all schools.
1877. p. 101.
B.
Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p. 116.
HOLY FAMILY. (2) 1521, 1529. Pala.^zo Pitti, Florence.
Chanplin, J: D. and Perkin.s, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:279.






IIOLY FAl.'ILY V/ITII AN ANGEL. n.cl. Musen del Praclo , Iladria.
^ No text, Pliillipn, Claude.
Picture r^-^illery of Oharles I. (nee Portfolio,
1B96. p. y}3. )
LAST SUPPER. l?5f?6-27. '::onvent of S. Salvi, Plorence.
Lublce, v;ilheln.
History of art. Ed. P.. 1860. 2:PA2.
Outlines of the history of art. 1881. 2:320.
C. Radoliffe, A. a.





^ Woltrnann, A. P. G. A. von and "'ormann, Karl.
'
History of paintin?^. 1885. 2:518. (reprod.
detail. )
LEO X. n.d. Museum, Naples. (attrib.)
Rossetti, ?/: If.
.
• Sarto, Andrea del. (see Encyclopaedia Britan:".ica,
Ed. 9. 1887. ?^1:331. )





Notes on designs of the olri mastern of Florence
(see Fortni^htl:^ rev. July 1868, 10:39-40.)
C. Viarclot , Lonin.
Brief history of the painters of all school.
1877. T). 101-J5.
Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p. 15^0- ni.
IIADONUA AND SAINTS. 1528. Museum. Berlin.
Luhke, Wilheln.
History of art. Ed. 2. 1869. 2:244-45.
Outlines of the history of art. 1881. 2:321-2
^- Viardot, Louis.
Brief history of the painters of all school?.
1877. p. 101.
Same.
' V/onders of Italian art. 1886. p. 116-17.
I^IADONNA DE SAIO, Seu -rA^ONNA DEL SAOO.
IvIADOHNA DEL SACO. 1525. s.l. Annunziata de ' Servi, Florence.
C. Brauncr, 0. I.I.
Higii renaissance in Itali^m painting, (see Pro-
gress, I'ar. 1901, 6:375.)

^ Clianplin, J: f^. and Perkins, ri:
':!yclopeciia or paintorf3. 1000. 3:149-50,
Hoyt, T^. L.
Hiijtoric Kohools of painting. 1890. p. 54.
Italian schools of paintin;;;. (see 3laokr,'oocl' s ipag. Dec
laai, 10:533-34. ) -
No text Koehler, n. R.
-History of painting. 1879. pi. PAP., fig. 4.
Lubke, V/ilheln.
History of art. Ed. P. 1869. P:PAP.





No text, Woltraann, A. F. a. A. von and '"orraann, Karl.
History of painting. 1885. f^:517.
lvlAD0N''A DELLE ARPIE. 1517. Uffizi, Florence.
^ Brauner, 0. i:.
High renaissance in Italian painting. (see Pro-
- gress, Mar. 1901, 0:37r,. )





History of art. Ed. 2. 1869. 2:PA^,
Outlines of the history of art. 1881. 2:riP,l.
THE PEBRY PiCruBES. 3^1 «. L'ffiz:. FBOM P »l NT ( NG 8 Y A N ORE A OE L S A RTO.
BOSTON EDITION.
MADONNA OF THE HARPIES
Radcliffo, A. R.
Schools and nanterc of painting. 1005. p. ij.'^l
Rossetti, v/: m.
Sarto, Andrea del. (see Encyclopaedia I3rit-
annica. Ed. 9. l^^ijv, ni:331,)
Van Dyke, J: O:




ITArONTTA PI S.FHAN'':!ESOO, r;ee I'APON^'A PELLE ARPIE.
MADONNA OF 8T. FRANCIS, see MADONNA DELLE ARPIE.
MADONNA OF THE HARPIES, see !IAD0N>:a PELLE ARPIE.
MADONNA WITH SAINTS. 1540. Palazzo Pitti, Florence.
B. Brauner, 0. M.
Hi^h Renaissance in Italian painting. (see Pro
gress, Kar. 1901, 6:375.)
Champlin, J: .D. and Perkins, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:161.
L'libke, 'Vilhelri.
History of art. Ed. 2. 1369. 2:PA2-43.
















i^/onders of Italian art. 1886. p. 115).





PIETA. 1018. Museum, Vienna.
Ohamplin, J: D. and Perkins, ^:
Cyclopedia of painter r-. 1900. 3:443.
^ ^' Phillipn, Claude.
Picture gallery of Oharles I. (see Portfolio,
1B96, p. ei.
)
PIETA. n.d. Palani'o Pitti, Ploronce.
'A' Nq (ext. v.'oltnann, A. P. G. A. von and V/orraann, Karl.
History of painting. 18o0, f^:019.
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.






SACRIFICE OP ABKMIAl.T. 15P9. Dresden gallery.
^'A' No text. Architect. 9 Oct. 1880. PA:P.P.6,
^ Cjianplin. J: d. and Perkins, c: C,




' ^* — 1901. 3:90-91,^93.
SACRIFICE 07 IS.IA0, n.d. L'UGcun, I.'adrid.
Viardot, Louis.
Brief history of the pointers of all schools,
1877, p. 101.
• Same.
Wonders of Italian art. 188C, p. 119-?50.
ST. AGNES. 152G. Cathedral, Pisa.
Bell, Mrs. N. R, E. (Meugens.
)
Elementary history of art. Ed. 3, 1889, p, 94.
^^B. Cole, Tinothy.




^ Stone, !.'rn. I': A: (Boonor)
Devftlopnent of painti:ifr in the 16th century.
1900. p. {5r^-.S.
ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST, n.cl. Palazr-'O Pitti, Florence.
Oharaplin, J: P. and Perlcins , . rj : 0.
Cyilopeclia of painters. 1900. r:!:347. .
y^Q Hoyt, P. L.
(The) ^,'orlcl's painters. 1890, p. J30.




SAKTO, ANDREA PEL. (portrait) n.d. National gallery, London.
Nc5 text, lluns ey , Aug . 190??, 27: 689
.
B. V/ornurii, R. N.
EpoohB of painting. 18f>4. p. 307.
Abridged catalogue of the pictures in the nation-
al gallery. 1873. p. 90.




• Lives. 1851. 3:J5n5.
^' 1901. 3:288.
THE PERRY PICTURES. 356. Plit I . ANOKEA DEL SARTO. 1466-1531.
ANDREA DEL SARTO.
(The) artist portrait g^l-T-cry. (sen Artirit,
June 190R, 1:111- 12.)^
TV;0 ANGELS. n.d. Aoaclerny, Florenoe. '
.
*
^ No text. Oole, Timothy.
Italian old masters: notes. (see Oentnry , 'mag.
Jan. 189?!, ?51:357. )
VIRGIN AND OHILl) WITH ST. JOHN AND TWO ANGELS. n.d. V/allace col.,
London.
Phillips, Claude.
(The)Wallace collection., (see Art journal,
April 1901, 4:102-3, ion.
)
jf-)^B. Spielraann, H.
Gems of the Wallace collection. (see ITagazine
of Art, 1900-01, 2ri:2r)7, S59-60. )
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TINTORETTO JACOPO. ir)lB-c^4. Toil nann Jacopo Robust! , callorl
11 Tintoretto.
ADAir AND E^.rE, see EXPULSION -FROi: EDEN.
ADORATION OF I'ACH. n.cl. Scuola cli 3an Rocco, Venice.
Champ 1 in, J: D. and Perkins, "0:0.
Cyclopedia of paintern. 1900.. 3:178.
C Ofiler, W: R.
Tintoretto. 1879. p. [Vt-'r,,
RusKin, John.
Llodern painters, n.d. 3:78; (sane in Hare,
A: J: c. Venice, n.d. p. If36-J37. )
B. — -
Stones of Venice. KBol. 3:337-38.
ADORATION OF SHEPHERDS, n.d. Scuola di San Rocco. Venice.
Champlin, j: p. -md Perl^.inc , o: 0,
Cyclopedia of paintern. 1900. 4:17G.
g Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:344-47.
ANTTUNCIATION. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Q Cox, Kenyon.





Iv'odern painters, n.cl. {^:17ii-7c. (sarae in
Haro, A: J: C. Venice, n.cl. p. IfiG. )
Stones of Venice. IHr?!. 336-38.
Taine, H. A.
Ital^r: Florence and Venice. 1871. p. 3?30-?^l.
(THE) ASOEHSION. n.cl. Hcuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Q RusKin, John.
"toners of Venice. IBHl. 3:3rjl-r)^.
ASSUITTION OP THE VIRf^IN. n.d. Scuola di San Kocco,
C. Ruf-rKin, John.
Stonefi of Venice. IBHl. 3:34P.
B. Taine, H. A.
Italy: Florence and ^''enice. 1871.
"bACOHI^S ANP ARIAENF;. 1578. Palazzo Ducale, Venice.
C. Brauner, 0. If.
High renaissance in Italian painting, (see Pro-
gress, rar. 1901, 6:4.on-3.)
Chainplin, j: P. and Perkins, 0: C.




Venetian pictures revierred. (see Nation, 14
Sept. 1893, {37:189. )
Hoyt, D. L.






History of art. Ed. 2. 18C9. P.'.P.OO.
Outlinen of the hir'tory of art. 1;"}81. P:381.
LTarshton, A. W.
Sorae Italian painter^, (see Artfj for Ar.erica,
Oct. 1899, 8:5,^3. )
Kuskin, Jo:m.
Stones of Venice. 1<8{31. 3:302-3, )
Taine, H. A.
Italy: Florence and Venice. 1871. p. 297.
C. Thayer, VI, R,
Tintoret, the Shakespeare of painters. (see At-
lantic, July 1891, 68- 11*7.)
No text. Van Dyke , J : :




BAPTIG1.I. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.'
Ghamplin, J: D. and Perkins, 'I: ^.
Cyclopedia of painters. 19d0. l:r?8,^.
^' Cox, Kenyon.
Venetian pictures revie'ved. (see Nation, 14
Sept-. 1893, f57:l89. )
Ruskin, John.
Modern painters, n.d. n:177-78. (same in Hare,




Stones of Venice. Ifihl. 3:347-48.
Baptism of ':;hrint. n.rl. s. Silventro, Venice.
Ohainpliji, j: D. anu Perkins, o: C.
Oyclope.iia of painters. 1900. l:P.fiP.,
Riiskin, John.
Stones of Venice. ISfyl, 3:37??. (same in Hare,
A : J : . Venice . n . cl . p . 78-9 . )
BAPTISI' OF CHRIST. n.d. J'useur., ^icnna.
Ohanplin, J: P. and pp^kins , n : n,
Oyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:5^8^!.
(THE) BETROTHAL OF ST. riATHERINE. n.d. Palazzo Piicale, Venice.
^ Osier, W: R.
Tintoretto. 1879. p. 68.
BIRTH OF JOHN THE BAPTIST. n.cl. Hermitafre , St. Petersburg.
Ohanplin, j: P. and Perkins, 0: 0.
Oyclopedia of painters. 1900. J3:348.
CATTLE PIECE, n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
C. Riiskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1351. 3:333.
CHRIST BEARING THE CROSS, see PROCESSIOTI'TO CALVARY.
CHRIST BEFOPJ] PILATE, n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Chanplin, J: p. and Perkins, C: C.








CHRIST IN THE GARDEN, n.d. Scuola dl San Rocco, Venice.
Charnplin, J: D. and Perkinn , 0: C.
Cyclopedia of painter?]. 1900. 1:233.
Lee, Vernon.
(The) imaginative art of the renaiBsance. (see
Livinp; ago, 14 ]:ay 1887, 173:490.)
^
Ruskin, John.
Stonerj of Venice. IS.'jI. 3:348-49.
CHRIST ON THE CROSS, n.d. Turin gallery.
Charapliji, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painterr-,. 1900. 1:2m.
*
CHRIST TAKEN POVm PROL! THE CROSS. n.d. Palazzo Pucale, Venice.
Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:301.
CHRIST WASHING THE DISCIPLES PEET.
^
n.d.' S. I.'oiBe, Venice.
Charaplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.




Picture gallery of Charlefs I. (see Portfolio,
18961 P. 100.
)
B. Ruskin, John. "
Stoner; of Venice. 1351. 3:3r^3-r'4.
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CHRIST V/ITH SAINTS. n.d. S. M. Zobnni.^o, Venice,
"^hanplin, j: t). and Perkiiis, O: C.
nyolop* dia of paintern. 19CC. 1:?:01.
Ruskln, John.
Stonen of Venice. 18!31. 3:376. ( sarne in Hare,
A: J: 0. Venice, n.d.- p. 1^9-30. )
GIRCUIvTSION OP CHRIST. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Ohamplin, j: n. and PerKins, C.
Cyclopedia of painterc. 1900. 1:300.
Runkin, John.
S tones of Venice. 18131. 3:341-4?;.
CONCERT OF WETI. n.d. Dresden gallery.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:3^23.
CORONATION OF VIR'rlN. n.d. S. Giorgio Maggiore, Venice.
Champlin, j: P. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:37(3.
B. Oslor, vj: r.
Tintoretto. 1879. p. 48.
Riiskin, John.
Stones of ^''enico. 18i3l. 3:309.
GRUCIFIXJON. n.d. S. Cacsiano, Venice."
Char.plin, J:- p. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:356.

-no-
Venetian pictures rovio^^'od. (nee Nation, 14
Sept. 1803, 137:190. )
j
B. RusXin, John.
St oner; of Venice. IcSf')!. 3:294-93,
\ CRUCIFIXION, n.d. S3. Giovanni e Paolo , Venice.
Charnplin, J: r. and Perkins, c: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:356.
Ruskin, John.
Stone3 of '^onioe. 1851. 3:31.?-13.
Taine, H. A.
Ital'/: Florence and Venice, h'd. 3. 1871. p. P50.
CRUCIFIXION. 1505. Sciiola di San Rooco, Venice.
Brauner,
.0. M.
Hif^^h renaissance in Ital3''. (see Pro^,ress, Mar.
l^lOl, t5:40S. )
Charnplin, J: ]i, and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:356.
C. Cox, Xenyon.
Venetian pictures revievred. (see Nation, 14 Sept.
!
1893, 57:189.)
N. text. Koehler, S. R.
History of painting. 1879. pi. f^l4. fig. 4.
C, Lee, Vernon.
(The) inaginative art of the renaissance. (see
Living age, 14 Hay 1887. 173:499.)
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>f Osier, w: R.
Tintorct+o. 1879. p. ')0.
Radcliffe, A.
Schools and r-.astern of painting. 1805. p. .'35,?.
^
RunXin, John.
Kodern painters, n.d. ri:170-70. 5:197. (same
in Hare, A: J: '^, Venice, n.d. p. 160. )
Taine, II. A.
Italy: Florence and Venice. Ed. 3. 1^^,71.
p. 317, 3^4- ?^5.
B. Thayer, Y/: H.
•Tintoret, the Shakespeare of painters, (see At-
lantic, July 1891, 08:117-19.)
C, Van Dyke, H: J.
(The) gospel history in Italian painting. (see




DEATH OF ABEL. n.d. Acadeny, Venice.
Champ lin, J: D. and ^erkins , o: 0.
Cyclopedia of. painters. 1900. 1:-.
No text. Cole, Timothy.










Modern painters, n.cl. 1:391.
DEPC^.TTION FllOr. THE OROSS. n.d. Palazzo Pitti, Florence.
Ohamplin, j: J), and Perkins, C: ^.
Cyclopedia of painters. 190C. l:39.'=!-94.
DESCENT INTO HADES. 1568. 3. Cassiano, Venice.
Champ 1 in, J: D. and PerKins, c: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:196.
Q Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. ' inoi. 3:^95-96.
DIOGENES, n.d. Library St. Mark, Venice.
^ Osier, W: R.
Tintoretto. 1879. p. e4-[3.
DISCOVERY O:.^ THE CROSS. n.d. S. Mater Domini, Venice.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters, 1900. 1:353.
DOGE LOREDANO IN PRAYER TO THE VIRGIN. Palazzo Ducale, Veni
Ruskin, John.
Modern painters, n.d. 2:204-1^.
B.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:301.
ECCE HOMO. n.d. Munich gallery.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, c: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. -,1900. S:5. .

EGCE HOMO. n.d. Souola d± San Rocno, Vnnioe.
Ohamplin, J: D. and ^Yjrkins, 0: D.
Cyclopedia of paint errj. 1900.
g_ Ruskiii, John.
otones of '^enioe. 18J31. .3:3f){5-60.
ELIJAH (?) n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 18r>l. 3:361.
ELIJAH AT BROOK OHERITH. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Ruskin, John.
Stoneo of Venice. 1851. 3:3G?B-63.
ELISHA FEEDING THE PEOPLE, n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Ruskin, John.
Stonefs of Venice. 1851. 3:303.
ENT01.IBMENT. n.d. Parna gallery.
Ohamplin, J: D. and Perkinn, 0: C.
Cyclopedia of paintern. 1900.
B. Ruskin, John.
Modern painters, n.d. ^:174. 3:31G. (reprod.
detail.
)
ENT01.31IENT. n.d. S. Francesco della Viyia, Venice.
Bell, Mrs. N. R. E. (Meugens) .




Champlin, J: D. and PerKins, ^: 0.
Cyclopedia of Tiainters. 190G.
Ofilrr, w: R.
Tintoretto. 1870. p. 48.
ESTHER AND AHASUERUS. n.d. Hampton court palace, London.
Champ 1 in, j: p. and PerKins , C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:26-27,)
jj^ No text, Cuct, Lionel.
Venetian a?*t at the ner {gallery, (see Magazine
of Art, 1895. 18:?309.) " *
B. - Pliillips, Claude.
Picture gallery of Charles I. (see Portfolio,
1896, p. 100. )
Venetian art at the nev gallery. (see Anerioan architect
and building no^s, 23 Mar. 18913. 47:1^3.)
EXPULSION FRO]/ EDEN. n.d. Academy, Venicf^.
Champlin, j: p. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:8.
^' Osier, w: R.
Tintoretto, 1879. p. 24,
EZEKIEL'S VISION. n.d. Scuola di San Rocoo, Venice.
Champlin, J: P. and PerKinr-; , C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:30.
Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice, 18r)l. 3:3G0.
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FALL OF MATT. n-. d. SotioI.*^* cli San Rovico, Venice.
Oiamplin, J: t"). and Perkins, ^:
Cyclopedia of pa intern. 1000. ^2:41.
e_
RuRkin, Jolin.
Stones of Venice. 18^1. 3:.3G0-C1.
FALL OF liANMA. n.d. S. Oiorgio Ma2,'7:iore, Venice.
Dhar.iplin, J: D. and PerXinf^, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of "oainterc. 1900. 3:18n.
- Osier, ^n: R.
Tintoretto. 1879. p. 47.
C. - Ruskin, John.
Stonen of ^^enice. 1851. 3:358-59.
C. Taine, H. A.
Italy: Florence and Venice. Ed. 3. 1871. P. 319,
FALL OF 1:AKNA. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Cliainplin, J: p. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900.' 3:188.
B. Ruskin, John.
StoJies of Venice. 1851. 358-59.
FALLETI angels, n.d. Dresden gallery.
Charnplin, J: D. and Perkins, c: C. .
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. f5:41.
FITTDINCr OF THE CROSS, n.d. S. Maria Mater Doraini, Venice.
Ruskin, Jolin.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:3??0-??l.

FLTCrHT INTO EOYPT. n.d. Scuola di San Hocco, Venice.
Champ .1 in, J: and Perkinn, 0: 0.
'Cyclopedia of painterr*. 1000. nrOft.
B_ Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:338.
(THE) aOLDEN CALF, Bee MOSES ON UK MOUNT.
JACOB'S UREAL!, n.d. Scuola di Gan Kocco, Venice.
Chanplin, J: D. and Perkins, c: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2: SPA.
R-.iskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 18r>l. 3:3nD-60.
JONAH, n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Cliarnplin, J: D. and Perkins, c: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:sriP.,
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:361.
JOSHUA (?) n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Ruskin, John.
Stones of ^^enice. 1851. 3:3G1.
KNIGHT AND TWO WOLIEN. n.d. Dresden gallery.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:394.
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LAST JUmi.fENT. 1.^54/^. S. I!, dell' Or to, Venioo.
Ohar.p.lin, J: r. and " orkinn, : f,,
Dyolopocl.la o.f paint ern. 1000. 3:27,
> Cox, Kenyon.




Imginative art of the renaissance. (see Living
age, 14 I/ay lf387, 173-500.)
RusKin, John.
Miscellanea. n. cl. ,23-24,
B.
Modern painters, n.d. 181-83, (sane in Hare,
A: J: 0. Venice. Ed. 2. 1871. p. 144- 45.)
Stones of ^''enice. 1851. 3:25-^:6.
C. Thayer, 17: R.
Tintoret, the Shakespeare of painters. (see At-




LAST SUPPER, n.d. S. Oiorgio Maggiore, Venice.
Ohamplin, J: D, una Perlvins , 0: 1,




Iiaa;3inativc art of the renaissance. (see Living
age, 14 Ma3^ 1B87. 17,3:500.)
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones o.r Venice. 18531 . 3:308-9.
Stilinan, vj. j.
Italian old masters, (see Century, Sept. 189?3,
22 : 744 . ) .
Tairie, H. A.
Italy: Florence and Venice. Eel. 3. 1871. p. 320.
LAST SUPPER. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Oharnplin, J: D. and Perkins, 0: n.
Oyclopodia of painters. 1900. 3:30.
Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1801. 3:349-50.
LAST SUPP-^R. n.d. S. Trovaso. Venice.
Ohamplin, J: D. and Perkins, n: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:30.
Radcliffe, A. r>.
Schools and masters of painting. 1895. p. 213-
14.
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:375.
LEDA AND THE SWAN. n.d. Norton collection, England.
Cham -1 in, J: D. and T^erkins, c: C.




LUOIFKR. n.cl. Scuola cli San Hocco, Veniie.
Thayer, r;: R.
Tintoret, the Shakespeare of paintern, (fjee At-
lantic, July 1891, 68:111'}.)
LUTTA ANr THE HOURS. n.ci. I'useuri, Berlin.
rJharnplin, J: I), and Perkins-, 0:0.
Cyclopedia of painters. lOCO. 3:118.
L'ADpNNA. n.d. Palazzo Pitti, Florence.
. Ohanplin, J: v, and Perkins, 0: D.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:l.'^r).
1/IADONTTA mm GAIIITS. n.d. Prerdon gallery.
Oharnplin, J: 1). and ^erkins, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters, 1900, 3:162,
IIADOIJITA V/ITH THE OAI/ERLENGHI . n.d. SS. Giovinni e Paolo, Venice,
Ohaniplin, J: P. and Perkins, O: 0.
Ciz-clopedia of :^ainters. 1900. 3:180.
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:318-14.
MAap/LLEN. n.d. I^useun, Rone.
Taine, H. A.
Italy: Rome and Naples. Ed. 3. 1871. p. 165.
Iv^AaPALEN. n.d. Scuola di San Rocoo, Venice.
Champlin, J: p. and Perkins, C: 0.





Stonen o'" ^^enice. IIV.M. 3:340-41.
MARRIAOE AT WIA. li'->ei, S. i:. dnlla Salute, Venice.
Charnplin, J: D.and Perkins, C: 0.
OyolopecUa of painters . 1900. 3:?^04.
-^^C. Osier, W: R.
Tintoretto. 1879. p. 40-6.
g_ Ruskin,* John.
Stones of Venice. 3:3C7-70. ( sarae in
Hare, A: J: 0. ^''enice, n.rl. p. 57-9.)
1;!ARRIAGE OF ST. CATHERINE. n.d. Palazzo Diicale, Venice.
Ruski::!,- John.
Stones of Venice. IBol. 3:303.
•
MARTYR110M OF. ST. STEPHEN. n.d. S. Giorgio Ma^giore, Venice.
Ohamplin, J: D. and Perkins, 0: o. •
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:2Pil-
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:310-11.
Thayer, i7: R.
Tintoret, the Shakespeare of painters, (see At-
lantic, July 1891. 68:115.)
IfARTYRPOI.: OF VARICTJS SAINTS. n.d. S. Oiorsio JTaggiore, Venice.
C, Ruskin,- John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:309.
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lyiSSAORE OF INTJOCETTTS. n.fi. Scuola cU San Hocco, Venice.
OhaiTipliii, j: I), and Perkins, O:
Cyclopedia of painters. lOOC, 3:21Q.
B. Riinkin, John.
I'oderii painters, n.d. P:1'?0, 180-01. (sane in
llarc, A: j: o.
,
Venice, n.d. p. l{37-8; Ruskin, John,
Stones of Venice. 18.'51. 3:338-40. )
Taine, H. A. .
Italy: Florence and Venice. Ed. 3. 1871. p. 321
22.
MERCURY AND THE GRACES. 1578. Palacco Ducale, Venice.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:2AG.
Groodyear, V/: II.
History of art. ed. 3. 188^- p. 29'o,
^' Tai]ie, H. A.
Italy: Florence and Venice. Ed. 3. 1871, p. ^598
99.
Thayer, VJ: R.
Tintoret, the Shakespeare of painters. (see At-
lantic, July 1891, G:i:117.)
iAr No text. Van Dyke, J: C.
jl
History of painting. 1894. p. 115.
,[
MILKY 1?;aY. n.d. Cobham hall, England.
"
Chanplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:2G'3.
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LUNERVA REPELLIHCJ, irARS. n.d. Palaszo Ducale , VeiTiico.
ChaiTiplin, J: P. anri Perkinn, C: 0.
Oyclopeclia of painters. 1900. 3:?374.
LflRAOLE OF LOAVES ANP Pir.]IE8. n.d. Souola di Han Rocco, Venice.
Char.iplin, J: P. and PerKinG , n:
':!yGlopedia of painters. 1900. 3:S75.
6. Riiskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. Sra^O-Bl.
#
^rCKACLE OF ST. AGNES. n.d. S. !!. dell' Orto Venice.
Oox, Ken^^on.
Venetian pictures reviewed, (see Nation, 14 Sept.
1B9.3, 57:190.)
MIRAOLE OF ST. IIARK- 1548. Acader.y, Venice.
C. Bell, .Mrs. N. R. E. (Meugens)
Elementary liintory of art. Ed. 3. 1889. p. 122
Brauner, 0. M.
High renaissance in Italian painting, (see Pro-
gress, Kar. 1901, 8:403.)
Ohamplin, J: P. and Perkins, O:
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:^500-1.
'AT'A' ^* Oole, Tinothy.
Italian old nasters : notes. (see Oentury, Sept.
189?5, ?^g:746,748. )
Oox, Kenyon.




Historic schools of paintinp;. 1H90. p.
Lansi, Liugi, Abate.
Painting in Italy. No'? ed. 1847. ?,:191.
Osier, W: R.
Tintoretto. 1879. p. 29-30,
Radcliffe, A. a.
Schools and nasters of painting. 1895. p. p.l4
Rossetti, W:
Robusti, Jacopo. (see F.ncyclopaedia ijritannica
Ed. 9. 1886. P.O'.GPT), )
Taijie, H. A.







Brief history of the painters of all schools.
1877. p. 149.
Same.
Wonders of Italian art. 1886. p. ?581-8?,.
Wornum-, R. N.
Epochs of painting. 1864. p. J?.60.

LriRACLE OP Tmc SLAVE, nec KIIL\CLE OF ST. MARK.
MOSES ON THE MOUNT. n.d. 3. M. dell' Or to, Venice.
Ohamplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: n.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:303.
Cox, Kenyon.
Venetian pictures reviewed. (see Nation, 14 Sept.
1893, 57:190. )
Riinkin, John.




B. Venetian painting, (see Living age, 10 I'ay, 1873, 117:361.)
MOSES STRIKING THE ROCK. 1576. ^cnniq ^li San Rocco, Venice.
Ohamplin, J: p. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:303-4.
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:350-56.
ivrusES IN OLYl;fPUS. n.d. Hampton Court, England.
Ohamplin, J: p. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:319.
Phillips; Claude.
Picture gallery of Charles I. (see Portfolio:
1896. p. 100-1. )
Winter exhibition at Rirlington house, (see Magazine of
Art, Mar. 1903. ?^7:85.;
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WSES ON PARNASITS. n.d. Dresden gallery.
Champlin, J: p. and Per ins , 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:320,
IvIUSES ON PARNASUS. n.d. 1,'uGeun, Vienna.
Ohanplin, J: r. and PerKinn, C:
Oyolopedia of painters. 1900. 3:3P.O.
NINE LOJSES, see K!USEG ttj OLYl.IPUS.
1 PALLAS AND MARS. n.d. Palazzo Ducale, Venice.
Q Cox, Kenyon.
Venetian pictures revie"fed. (see Nation, 14 Sept.
1893, 137:189-90.)
PARADISE. 1588-90. Palaz.-ro Ducale, Venice.
. Oharaplin, J: D. and Perkins, D: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:391-9?^.
C. Cox, Kenyon.
Venetian pictures revie'ved. (see Nation, 14 Sept.
1893, 57:190. )
C. Hare, A: J: C.
Venice, n.d. p. 49.
Hoyt, D. L.
Historic schools of painting. 1890. p. 95.
^' Osier, W: R.
Tintoretto. 1879. p.' 70-9.
Rossetti, W.: M.
Robusti, Jacopo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.





Stonen of Venice. 1851. 3:299-300.
Stillman, v^j. j.
Italian old raaBters. (see CBntury, Sept. 180?^,
Thayer, W: R.
Tintoret, tile Shakespeare of painters, (sea At-




Brief history of the painters of all schools.
1877. p. 149.
PARADISE, n.d. Louvre, Paris.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, o: CJ.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:391.
PARADISO, see PARADISE.
PASCAL FEAST. 1577. Scuola di San Rocoo, Venice.
Osier, w: R.
Tintoretto. 1879. p. 5?5.
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:363.
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P-TOS-EUS AND ANDROMEm . n.d. Hermitage, St. VetevTihuvg,
Ohanplin, J: J), and Porkins, ^: o.
Cyolopedia of paint ern. 1900. 3:419.
PLAGUE OF SERPENTS. 1576. Scuola (ii San Rocco.
Chainplin, J: p. and Perkins, O: 'C;.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:451.
Osier, v;: R.
Tintoretto. 1379. p. 53.
B. Raskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1351. 3:356-53.
POOL OP BETHESDA. n.d. St. Rocco, Venice.
Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1351. 3:331.
POOL OF BETHESDA. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Ruskin, John.
Stonen of Venice. 1351. 3:35!?-53.




(The) collection of pictures at Longford castle
(see Art journal, 1397, 49:143-44.)
PRESENTATION, n.d. S. M. del Carmine ,. Venice.
Charnplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:471.
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PREHENTATIOTJ OF THE VIROIN. l}^4r)-4C. S. M. cinll ' Orto, Venice.
Braurior, 0. M.
High renaissance in Italian painting, (nee Pro-
gress, War. 1901, G:403.)
Osier, W: R.
Tintoretto. 1870. p.
B. Thayer, v;: R.
Tintoret, the Shalcespeare of painters. (see At-




PROCESSION TO CALVARY. n.d. Scuola cli San Rocco, Venice.
Champlin, j: r. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painterrj. .1900. l:23j^-33.
B. RusKin, John.
Stones of ''"enice. 1851. 3:366.
Taine, H. A.
Italy: Florence and venine. Ed. 3. 1871. p. 3
PROCESSION TO CALVARY. n.d. MuseuJH, Vienna.
Chanplin, J: p. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of T^ainters. 1900. 1:J533.
RAISING OF LAZARUS, n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Chaniplin, J: p. and Perkins, c: c.




StoneG of Venice. 18r)l. 3:3r)l.





RESURRECTION. 1565. 3. Gacsiano, Venice.
Charaplin, J: p. and Perkinr-;, r! : rj,
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:30.
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:20;^.
RESUPJSCTIOTI. n.d. S. Giorgio Ma^giore, Venice.
Chanplin, J: n. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:30,
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:309-10.
RESURRECTION, n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Rusk in, John.
Stones of vgnice. 1851. 3:348.
SACRIFICE OP ISA/5C. n.d. Scuola di San Rocoo, Venice.
Charaplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters-. 1900. 2:319.

B, Rufrikin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:3Gi.
SAINTS ANDREW AND JER01.!E. n.M. r'alazso Ducalo, Yjiii-^c.
Oiiamplin, j: ]^, and Perkinr, , n,
Cyclopf dia of painterrj. 1900. 1:40.
C Cox, Kenyon.
Venetian pictures revie'7ed. (see Nation, 14 Sept
1893, ^7:190. )
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1811. 3:30f3.
ST. DEMETRIUS. n.d. S. Felice, Venice.
Ohaiimlin, J: D. and Perkins, ^:
Oyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:391.
ST. GEOROE AND THE DRAGON. n.d. :ierr:i + a,^e , St. Petersburg.
Gharnplin, J: p. and Perkins, 0:0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:lP,r)-2G,
ST. GEORGE AND TILE DRAGON. n.d. National gallery, London.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, 0: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:12fy.
ST. GEORGE AND THE i^RAGON. n.d. Palazzo Ducale , Venice.
.C. Cox, Kenyon.
Venetian pictures revie'^ed. (sec Nation, 14 Sept
1893. r)7:190. )
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 18.11,. 3:301-f5.
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ST. GEORGE AND THE DRAGON. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice,
Champ 1 i]-! , J: D. and Perkins, d: o.
Oycio-oedia of paint f3rr3. 1900. P:1PaZ,
ST. GEORGE AND THE PRINCESS. n.d. Pala^^-o Ducale, Vnnioe.
Osier, R.
Tintoretto. 1870. p. 70.
ST. JEROivffi. n.d. ?'useuT., Vienna.
Chanplin, J: p. and PerKinn , C : G.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 2:340.
ST. 1.IARK. 15G9. Museurn, Berlin.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:200,




ST. 1.:aRY of EGITT. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, c: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:212.
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:341.
ST. ROCCO, see. ST. ROCH-

ST. HOOIl. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco. Venice.
»
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, 0: n.
Cyclopedia of paintern. 1900. 4:.'")^.
8. Ruski]!, John.
Stones of Venice, inr^l. 3 : 3iy,'.-r)4
.
ST. ROOH BEFORE THE POPE. n.d. G. Rocco, Venice.
Champlin, J: v., and Perkins, O: 0.
Oyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:57.
„ Ruskin, John.
otonen of Venice. 3:3.30.
ST. ROCH IN OAi.rPO d' ARl'ATA. n.d. S. Rocco, Venice.
Champlin, J: P. ;;nd Perkins, 0: C
Oyclop' dia of painters. 1900. 4:56.
Riiskin, John.
Stoner^ of Venice. IHi')!, 3:333-34.
ST. ROGH IN GLORY. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Champlin, J: P. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:56.
Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:350.
ST. ROCH IN IIEAVEN. 15G0. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:56-v
B. Osier, ,W: R.




Stonen of Venice. 18^31. .3:304-0.').
ST. ROOH IN THE DESERT. n.d. 3. J^ooco, Venice.
Charni:.l.i n, J: D. and Perk inn, ^.
Cyclopedia of paint ern. 1900. 4:56.
ST. ROOH IN THE HOSPITAL. n.d. 3. Rocco, Venice.
Ohainplin, J: i^. and Perlcinn, o: r;.
Oyolopedia of painter's. 1900. 4: {57.
B. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:33r!-33.
ST. SEBASTIA'I. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, ^^^nice.
Ohainplin, J: D. and Perkins, 0:0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:164.
B. Rusk in, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:354-55.
SIEOE OF ZARA. n.d. Palazzo Pucale, Venice.
Ohamplin, J: p. and Perkins, c: o.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:460.
B. Riiskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 1851. 3:300.
SUSANNA AT THE BATH. n.d. Louvre, Paris.
Ohamplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters, 1900. 4:f^45-46
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SUSANNA AT THK BATH. n.d. Iluseum, ViAnna.
Chaniplin, J: D. and Perkinn, 0: ':!.
Cyclopedia of paintern. 1000. 4:r;4G.
TEI.TTATTON 0? CHRIST. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Venice.
Ohamplin, J: 1^. and Perkins, c: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:P02.
Q_ Lee, Vernon.
(The) imaginative art of t-.e renaissance. (see
Livin:^ ase, 14 Hay 1887, 173:490.)
C, Ruskin, John.
Ivlodern painters, n.d. 2:1^9,
b.
StoneP of ^^enice. 18;31. 3:353..
TEl.fPTATIOH OF ST. ANTHONY. n.d. S. Trovaso, Venice.
Champlin, J: p. aiid Perkins, C: C.
Cy-lopedia of painters. 1900. 1:^31.
b. Ruskin, John.
Stones of Venice. 18*31. 3:374-70. (same in
Hare, A: J: C. , Venice, n.d. p. 149-50.)
Thayer, IV: R.
Tintoret, the Shakespeare of painters. ( see
Atlantic, July 1891, 68:110-16.)
TINTORETTO. (portrait) n.d. Louvre, -Paris.
Ohaniplin, j: ]]. and Perkins, C:C.




Tintoretto. 1870. P. 4.3;
Rossetti, IV! M.
Robusti, jaoopo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Eel. 0. 1880. 20:r,Pe.)
TINTORETTO. (portrait) n.cl. Uff.izi, Florence.
B, Osier, lAr: R.
Tintoretto, 1870. p. 43.
Rossetti, V/: I.:.
Robust i, Jacopo. (see Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Ed. 0. 1886. 20:626.
)
.





Charnplin , • J : T). and Perkins, O: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1000. 4:230.
TRITUrPH OF VENICE, n.d. Palazzo Ducale, Venice.
Charnplin, j: D. and Pe'^kins, c: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:336.
B. Ruakin, John.
Stones of Venice. 18r>l. 3:301.
VENETIAN NOBLE AND HIS FAIRLY. n.d. Ne^v gallery, London.
Venetian art at the Ne"' ^'^allery. (see American architect
and Building ne'vs. Kar. 23, 1895. 47:if?3. )

VENUS WTTH CIJPIT^ ANT^ '^^ULOAN. n.d. Vala77,o P.ittl, Florence,
Char.:plin, J: p. and Perkinn , 0: 0.
Oyolopcdia of pa.intorn. 1900. 4:343.
VISITATION. n.d. Scuola di San Rocco, Vonioe.
Ohamplin, J: P. and Per'-cins, o: ^.
Oyolopedia of paintero. 1900. 4:384.
B. Runlvin, John.
Stones of Venice. 18-11. 3:34?3-43.
WOliAN TAKEN IN ADULTERY. n.d. Prei3den gallery.
^ Oharaplin, J: D. and Perkins, C: 0.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:44G.
^-^B. Illustrations, (see Architect. 1880, .?4:10r). )
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